Timepieces
Four Seasons Stories from the past

Lost In The Motown Vault – ‘I Wonder Why’ ?
With over 50 unreleased tracks languishing in the Motown vaults in 2009, this is a
story that tells how just one song that all the
group members believed in, was simply lost
by the executives at Motown.
At the International Convention in Raleigh on 25th
October 2008 Joe Long and Demitri Callas were
asked about why this was never released.? Demitri
Callas takes us back to 1973……“The group was
playing in Southern Maryland , a 10 day or 12 day
engagement and we were staying in the town. We
Motown’s vault of master tapes
had too much time on our hands, the show was in
the evening, we were playing two performances in the evening, finished by midnight”.
“Myself, Joe, Gerry Polci, who was the drummer at the time, Lee Shapiro – Lee and Gerry were new to
the act - composed a song with The 4 Seasons in mind called “I Wonder Why” and all of us musicians
in the group got together one day and went up to Merrifield, Virginia and we recorded the music and the
track. We arranged all the vocal parts with Joe’s help and put the thing together and took a cassette of
that track back to the engagement that evening and played it for Frank – he was unaware of it. You all
know Frankie Valli is just an extraordinary vocal singer – but he is also a quick study – he listened to the
track and said “That’s not bad at all”.
Demetri asked Frankie “When we get off tonight will you get in the car with Lee, Gerry, Joe and myself
at 12.00/12.30 in the morning and we will drive an hour and a half to go to the studio in Virginia and we
would like you to sing the lead vocal on this otherwise it is worthless and he said ‘Sure why not I’ll do
this’. I didn’t expect him to say this but he did. So at 2 a.m. we arrived at the studio in Maryfield which
belonged to Teddy, a friend of mine”.
“Frank listened to the song en-route – he listened to this track in the car. We get in the studio – he gets
into the studio – he is the only one now who has to perform – Frank’s vocal is the only thing we need to
do. By 4 a.m. he had put his vocal on this and my view is he had never heard this before but by 4 a.m.
he - in my opinion - had sung superbly beyond my expectations”.
“Our biggest disappointment is that after it was done and Frank was excited about this – he called Bob
Gaudio at 4 a.m. and woke him up and said ‘Listen to this’. So he holds the ‘phone up to the play back
speakers in the studio and played the two and a half, three minutes of the song, and I do recall that, and
Bob commented to Frankie that he liked it ‘Yes I think it could be a hit’!
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“So Lee and I took the only master tape of that recording, we took it from the studio hoping to market it
for selling and we went to Hollywood – we went to Motown – the group was with Motown at that time, after a
year at Mowest, and we spoke with this wonderful lady,
Suzanne De Passe, who I think has become President or
is or was President – this was 35 – 40 years ago – and
she said ‘We like that, we’d like to release it’. So we’re
ecstatic! We leave the tape and go back to New York.“
Nothing happened and by 1974 the group was so disenchanted with lack of support from Motown that Bob and
Frankie were attempting to leave the label. Soon after
the group is no longer with Motown!
“So the tape is long gone. It may be in their vaults or
archive but we don’t know. Thanks to Joe the only exThe Lost 45 that should have been
isting, aural copy, is in his possession. Unbeknown to
others when they left the studio Joe requested a copy of it on a quarter inch cassette –I don’t know how
you did it Joe – they took it from the mixing board?”
Demetri continues “And he’s the only person who requested a copy and the only reason that it exists. So
much for the song writers, we like the song because we’re biased – we wrote the song – all of us – we
put this all together – we did all the music, all the vocals, everything and this is probably the only thing
we may have ever done as the Seasons that Gaudio was not involved with – but that’s neither here nor
there, I wish he were”!
A member from the audience says “The only copy we’ve got is kinda distorted”.
Joe takes up the story “Because the original was on cassette. Often times when we would finish a session, just laying down some basic instrumental tracks, rhythm tracks, we would ask for what they refer
to as a ‘board mix’. You are all familiar with what a recording console looks like? The engineer would
take the levels just to get a quick bass, drums, guitar, get a level, not fine tune it, just get a general level
and run it through the board and make a copy. Well at best they’re coarse that’s why what got passed
out was distorted and not very clear but it is the only copy that exists and I love the song and I thought it
was great and I thought it was a great arrangement”.
Demetri added “We employed a trumpet player who came in at that hour of the morning, who did a session for $50 and I just recently found out that he is a professor at a music school in Winchester, Virginia,
so we probably altered his career”! He continued “The point I really wanted to make aside from the fact
that we enjoyed doing that session, was that Frank was so nice, such a wonderful man, even though we
performed together, he agreed at 2 a.m. in the morning to drive up to some unknown studio in the state
of Virginia to do this recording and in 2 hours he had in my opinion, and those of you who have heard it,
listen to his vocal, it speaks for itself, the notes he was hitting, I thought maybe he had eaten a box of
bird seed before he done this because the notes he hit were just phenomenal.”
The cassette version remains as all we have to complement this great story. Recently remixed to
electronic stereo on the Appreciation Society CD ‘Lost and Found Vol2 – Rarities & Connections’,
it remains on our ‘wish list’. We wish we had the Motown master!” Edited by Lynn Boleyn
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